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•  Sawtooth Lake is a research project… 
– Rapid prototyping of new concepts (consensus, transactions, etc) 
– Measure “big O” performance of large deployments 
– Experiment with architectures and layering 
– Extensible, plug-and-play, … 

•  It is not… 
– Production quality… though we are in the process of hardening it 
– Optimized for validator performance 

•  And… we have found it useful for building interesting applications 
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Disclaimer 



Sawtooth Lake Architecture 
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Communication 

Journal 

Ledger 

Facilitate communication between nodes 

Drive global consensus on an ordering of transaction ids 

Define and enforce semantics for transaction families   



Sawtooth Lake Validator 
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More On The Journal 
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The consensus abstraction allows plug and play of both 
lottery and voting consensus protocols 



More On The Ledger 
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Distributed Marketplace 
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Transaction families capture the semantics of a 
transaction and enforce compliance with the semantics 



Distributed Marketplace Transaction Family 

• Basic objects 
– Participant (the “who”) 
– Assets (the “what”) 
– Holdings (“who” owns “what”) 

• And one more… 
– Offers to exchange 
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• Transactions 
– Register each kind of object 
– Exchange ownership of 

objects 

A Concrete Application for Testing Hypotheses 
About Application Viability and Value 



Example: Football Exchange 
A Marketplace Game Based on Trading Shares of Football Teams 

•  The league creates within the 
Marketplace: 
–  assets for shares of each team and 

the game currency “mikels” 
–  buyback offers for team shares 

equivalent to the points the team 
scores in games it wins 

•  The league gives new contestants an 
initial set of team shares and some 
currency 

•  Contestants may sell or trade shares 
with the league or with other players 

•  Contestant with the most currency at 
the end wins 
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The Marketplace Is General Enough To 
Exchange Arbitrary Value 



Status 

•  Implemented in Python  
–  Crypto acceleration in C/C++ 
–  JSON/CBOR message encoding 
–  Emulated SGX support 

–  NOTE: “Real” SGX enclaves 
distributed separately 

•  Scale Tests 
–  Mean commit time/rate 
–  Transaction rates 
–  Number of validators 
–  Network drop rates/latency 

•  Network Topologies 
–  Random Walk 
–  Barablisi-Albert (scale-free) 

•  Consensus Protocols 
–  Proof of Processor (SGX) 
–  Federated, Quorum-Voting 

•  Transaction Families 
–  Endpoint Registry (configuration) 
–  IntegerKey (scale tests) 
–  Digital Marketplace 
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